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Acting President’s Report
Louisa Walsh
The Heart and Lung Transplant Trust (Victoria) Inc (HLTTV) has had another great year. Over the
past 12 months we have had a strong focus on formalising our process and structure to build a
solid foundation for the organisation into the future. We have developed position descriptions
across all committee roles and have created a Committee Charter, and in 2015/16 we plan to
develop the HLTTV’s first ever Strategic Plan. Although this process work is not the most
glamourous part of the job, it does reflect the ongoing ‘maturing’ of the HLTTV as an
organisation as we raise more money, offer more services and take on larger projects.
Second Chance Accommodation Program
This past year has seen major changes in our largest program, the Second Chance
Accommodation Program (SCAP). Due to the success of the 2014 Tour de Transplant, we were
able to increase our number of rooms from three to six on July 1, 2014. Since 2012, the SCAP
has provided over 4079 nights of accommodation for transplant recipients and their carers, with
2266 of those nights provided in the 2014/15 financial year alone.
The Park Regis Griffin Suites on St Kilda Road have continued to be our Program Partner, and
Rufus, Chris and Helen at Park Regis have been invaluable in the development and support of
the Program. We are also pleased to announce that, due to feedback in 2015 from people who
have stayed in the rooms, the Park Regis agreed to fit out each room with a washer and dryer –
a strong demonstration of their commitment to the future of the Program. The HLTTV has also
developed Welcome Packs for people entering our accommodation – which is a small but
important way to help people who are unfamiliar with Melbourne to feel more at home during
such a difficult time.
Community Fundraising
This year, the HLTTV has held some great events and fundraising activities. We have put on two
movie nights – including a special screening of Force of Destiny, attended by the film’s Director,
Paul Cox. Our Christmas and Easter BBQs are as popular as ever, and continue to grow as our
community gets bigger and bigger. We had a team enter the 2014 Melbourne Marathon
Festival, with runners across all distances, including transplant recipients, carers, friends and
coworkers.
As I write this the Melbourne Marathon Festival team is a couple of days away from running
again. Of special fundraising note was the overwhelming success of the Breathing to a New Beat
Technicolour Dream Book – a colouring book for adults and kids that is still available and still
breaking sales records at The Alfred bookshop.
So far this amazing project has raised over $8000 for the HLTTV, and our thanks go to the
coordinator of the project – Camille Condon – and the 34 artists who contributed their amazing
work to make the book happen.
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The year ahead
So what’s ahead for the next year? Tour de Transplant is running again in March 2016, this time
from Warrnambool to Melbourne. The ride is absolutely sold out, and the committee – headed
by Jon Rolfe – is working hard to make the second event even better than the first.
For the next 12 months, the HLTTV has also committed to funding a Social Work Assistant
position with The Alfred transplant units. We anticipate the new person will be on board by the
end of November 2015. Their role will be to coordinate the room allocations and paperwork of
the SCAP, as well as assisting patients of the transplant units with the personal administration
demands that can come with transplant – such as Centrelink, superannuation and insurance
applications; and connecting in to social and emotional supports near home. This position will
be a vital link between the hospital, the HLTTV and the transplant community, and we’re excited
to be able to support this new role.
Our wonderful committee, volunteers and supporters
Finally, massive thanks to the HLTTV committee and our dedicated volunteers who have made
the past 12 months so fantastic. I can’t wait to work with you all again over the next 12 months.
The HLTTV remains proudly, fully, volunteer-run, and I would encourage anyone who wants to
get involved – either on the committee or as a volunteer - to give me a buzz.
Have a happy and safe year, and I hope to see you at a HLTTV event down the track.
Louisa Walsh
Vice President/Acting President 2014/2015

History
The Heart and Lung Transplant Trust (Victoria) Inc. (“the Association”) was incorporated on 1
December 1998 under legislation now superseded by the Associations Incorporation Reform Act
2012 (“the Act”). The Association was formed for the benefit of transplant patients & recipients
of the transplant unit of The Alfred Hospital, Commercial Road, Melbourne 3004 (“The Alfred”)
and their families and friends.
The Association’s vision is for a bright and active future for all those involved with or in need of a
heart or lung transplant. The Association actively encourages organ donation and supports The
Alfred, the transplant team, patients, recipients, their families and carers throughout their
journey.
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Values

Hope We provide a sense of confidence, belief and realism throughout the experience.
Leadership We lead and promote a focus on caring, advocacy, support and
community to those who share in the transplant journey.

Teamwork We believe our success depends on how well we interact and
communicate with others. We inform, network, collaborate and partner with all relevant
stakeholders. We have a bias towards action.

Trust Our integrity is fundamental in all that we do and stand for. We act ethically and
honestly at all times. We do what we say.

Vitality We approach our task with compassion, understanding, strength and joie de
vivre.
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Association Objects
All Incorporated Associations have a set of ‘Objects’ – these are the foundation principles upon
which we base all our activities. They represent our purpose, and reason for existing.
The objects in the HLTTV Constitution of the Association are as follows:
Increase public awareness of the need for organ donation There are nearly two thousand
Australians currently on waiting lists and sadly some patients will die before a suitable organ
becomes available. Members of the Association actively promote organ donation. The most
crucial aim of the Association is to increase the number of registrations on the Australian Organ
Donor Register;
Promote the recognition and acknowledgment of the donor and donor family Those patients
who are alive today because they received a transplant, hope that donor families feel a sense of
comfort in knowing that because of their decision to donate, someone will live and other
families will be saved the pain of a loved one's death. The Association supports the Annual
Thanksgiving Service and also encourages its members to participate to remember and
acknowledge the many people who have given the "Gift of Life";
Raise funds and accept donations as appropriate for the transplant clinic at the Alfred Many of
the members joined the Association to give something back through supporting fellow patients
and the Alfred. Money received through generous donations, or raised from raffles and other
fund raising activities, is used to purchase medical equipment, fund transplant related research
or anything else that can assist the Alfred's transplant unit or associated wards;
Provide general assistance (including accommodation, equipment and related services or
financial assistance with any such matters) peer support and encouragement for all “pre” and
“post” heart and lung transplant patients, their families and/or their carers The need for peer
support provided the impetus to form the Family Fund, the forerunner to the Association. The
time waiting for a transplant or recovering from a recent transplant operation can be stressful
for patients, their families or their carers. It is well known that people with good peer support
do better both mentally and physically. The support provided by others who have had the same
or similar experiences can help through difficult times. The Association also provides other
services to patients e.g. fitness grants and the Accommodation Program to assist their well
being and those of their families and/or carers;
Communicate to members and other interested parties through a periodic newsletter Keep
membership informed as to what the Association is doing through the periodic newsletter, The
Circulator as well as through our website and email broadcasts;
Provide relevant information and encourage healthy lifestyle choices to ensure the
maintenance of optimal physical health Being as well as possible before transplant will make it
easier for the patient and transplanted organ to stay healthy after transplant. Good nutrition
and healthy living are important both before and after transplant;
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Inform the public about the prevention of diseases that may result in organ transplantation
Being conscientious to small details without becoming obsessive, such as hygiene, having the
annual flu vaccination and being consistent with taking medications is important. However it is
still necessary to reinforce the message as often as possible to enhance patient outcomes;
Engender fraternal feelings amongst “pre” and “post” heart and lung transplant patients and
their families through social activities The Christmas and Easter BBQs have always been well
attended and provide a great chance to meet other members. Other social events will be held
from time to time;
Consider and deal with all matters submitted to the Association by any member To consider
and deal with matters raised by members relating to the aims of the Association;
Represent the interests of its members in any appropriate forum To consider and deal with
matters relating to the aims of the Association to any other body;
Foster links with other bodies with similar interests in the pursuit of these objects There are a
number of transplant associations who share similar interests. The Association will combine
efforts, where appropriate, to stimulate public response to the need for organ donation. In
particular the Association has links with the Heart to Heart House in Barmah (which provides
respite for transplant patients) and is also a signatory to the DonateLife Communications
Framework and accordingly a DonateLife Partner;
Procure the provision of (on its own or in conjunction with other bodies) accommodation and
associated goods and services primarily to pre and post heart and lung transplant patients and
their families and/or carers, and also to other patients of The Alfred Hospital, Melbourne
and/or their families and/or carers Rural Victoria and interstate transplant patients (and
other Alfred patients) often need long term accommodation very near The Alfred. The
Association, through its Second Chance Accommodation Program, seeks to ease this burden on
the patients and their families and/or carers by providing subsidized accommodation through
serviced apartments; and
Undertake to do all things that are necessary, incidental or conducive to the advancement of
these objects.
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Operations
During this year the committee met the required number of times under the constitution in the
Seminar Room, 5th Floor, The Alfred Hospital, Commercial Rd Prahran for three out of four
meetings. Our August meeting took place in the Albert Room, Park Regis Griffin Suites at 604 St
Kilda Road. Minutes were taken, recorded and may be examined by contacting the Secretary
(Except for August meeting for which quorum was not met – papers for this meeting are
available from the Secretary).
Other operational activities, including community fundraising activities, the Second Chance
Accommodation Program and supporting activities are referenced in the Vice President’s report.

Membership
Membership of the HLTTV remains steady. We currently have 277 ordinary members, seven life
members and 22 professional and other organization members. We have spoken at a number of
the education sessions that form part of the post transplant rehabilitation program at The Alfred
during the year to promote the benefits of joining the HLTTV.
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Officers and
Committee of Management and meeting attendance
HEART AND LUNG TRANSPLANT TRUST (VICTORIA) INCORPORATED
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Role
President
Acting
President
Secretary
Treasurer

Membership
Officer
Ordinary
members

2/08/1430 JUNE
11/11/14
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
2015
David Hayne
(resigned 11/11/14)
Louisa Walsh
Belinda MacLeodSmith
David Maude
(resigned 11/11/14)
Lauren Dinnar

10/2/15

12/5/15

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Vanessa Scott
Camille Condon
(Joined 11/11/14)
Martina McArdle
Jeff Campbell (events
coordinator)
Jon Bisiach (resigned
11/11/14)
Matthew Orchard
Claire Stubber

-

-

Other valued supporters:
Committee Support: Jon Rolfe, Flick Nolan, Ian
Stubber, Felicia Welstead, Nicholas Crowhurst, Howard
Bear, Carla Bondini
Clinic Liaison: Kelina Attard, Laurie Keown (from
November 2014)
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